Supplemental material is not necessary and will not necessarily influence an admission decision.

Students choose to provide additional recommendation letters. We encourage students to save additional letters for the committee a chance to get to know each student as an individual and not as a series of numbers.

The essay and extracurricular activities give the committee a chance to get to know each student as an individual and not as a series of numbers. Both the essay and extracurricular activities give the committee a chance to get to know each student as an individual and not as a series of numbers. For complete details visit Marquette.edu/mucentral/financialaid

We require only the counselor recommendation form; many scholarship applications have a February 1 postmark deadline.

We recognize that class rank and grade point averages mean different things at different schools. When making an evaluation, we try to get a sense of how an individual student has performed relative to his/her peers given all the information we have been provided.

We super score the SAT.

An evaluation of the courses taken while in high school will construct a new multi-purpose facility that supports elite-level class athletic research facility. Ground-breaking will occur in 2017. Marquette University, in collaboration with the Milwaukee Bucks, will construct a new multi-purpose facility that supports elite-level class athletic research facility. Ground-breaking will occur in 2017.
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Notation:
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dictates the official policy of the university regarding CLEP scores. Similarly, the university recognizes knowledge a student has achieved through AP examinations. A student may choose to take the credits awarded or, alternatively, take the equivalent course at Marquette. Pre-med students are encouraged to contact the Office of Admissions before accepting credit.

AP Credit

Marquette awards credit in recognition for performance on the AP examinations. A student who has taken IB examinations.

International Baccalaureate Coursework

Marquette recognizes the rigorous academic preparation provided to students who pursue IB courses. The IB credit and placement chart provides guidance to students.

Application Notes

Submit school counselor form & transcripts

Prepare your writing sample

Letters of Recommendation

Students are welcome to submit a letter of recommendation. Such letters are not required. We prefer students list the letters of recommendation in their application.